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ABSTRACT
The present disclosure provides a method for processing a touch operation, and the method includes: a touch action of a user in a first sensing area is acquired by a mobile terminal, wherein the first sensing area is located in an area other than a display area of the mobile terminal; when it is determined by the mobile terminal that the acquired touch action is a valid touch action, a function key corresponding to the valid touch action is determined according to a correspondence between the touch action of the user acquired in the first sensing area and a function key, and a corresponding processing is performed according to a determined function key. The present disclosure further provides a mobile terminal. With the method and device provided in the present disclosure, the problem of the prior art that the thickness and screen size of a mobile terminal are limited due to an occupation of some area by keys of the mobile terminal when the volume of the mobile terminal is fixed.
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acquiring, by a mobile terminal, a touch action of a user in a first sensing area, wherein the first sensing area is located in an area other than a display area of the mobile terminal

determining, by the mobile terminal, that the acquired touch action is a valid touch action, and determining a function key corresponding to the valid touch action according to a correspondence between the touch action of the user acquired in the first sensing area and the function key, and performing a corresponding processing according to the determined function key
METHOD FOR PROCESSING TOUCH OPERATION AND MOBILE TERMINAL

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to the field of electronic techniques, and in particular to a method for processing a touch operation and a mobile terminal.

BACKGROUND

With the increasing development of internetwork and information techniques, a mobile terminal changes from a simple audio communication tool to a comprehensive information processing platform integrating entertainment and practicability. An existing mobile terminal not only has functions for audio communication and text messaging, but also supports multimedia function, multimedia messaging service, Internet service and multiple Java programs, providing great convenience to people's modern life.

Since a touch panel has advantages of being sturdy and durable, responsive, space-saving and convenient to implement human-computer interaction, thus it is widely used in various mobile terminals such as a mobile phone, a digital photo frame, a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), a tablet computer and the like, and replaces gradually a traditional display screen of a mobile terminal. Through a touch panel, functions of a physical keyboard can be simulated, and an Organic Light-Emitting Diode (OLED) display panel is arranged under the touch panel to display key labels. With the application of a touch panel, physical keys of a mobile terminal become fewer and fewer, functions of physical keys are gradually replaced by those of a touch panel, but certain keys of the mobile terminal are not yet replaced, such as Home (main page) key, return key and volume key, therefore there are some area needed to arrange keys on the mobile terminal.

At present, a mobile terminal tends to become thinner and thinner in thickness and larger and larger in screen size, but since keys of a mobile terminal may occupy some area, the thickness and screen size thereof are limited with the volume of the mobile terminal being fixed.

SUMMARY

In view of the above, the present disclosure provides a method for processing a touch operation and a mobile terminal so as to solve the problem of the prior art that the thickness and screen size of a mobile terminal are limited due to an occupation of some area by keys of the mobile terminal when the volume of the mobile terminal is fixed.

The present disclosure provides a method for processing a touch operation, and the method includes:

- a touch action of a user in a first sensing area is acquired by a mobile terminal, wherein the first sensing area is located in an area other than a display area of the mobile terminal;
- when it is determined by the mobile terminal that the acquired touch action is a valid touch action, a function key corresponding to the valid touch action is determined according to a correspondence between the touch action of the user acquired in the first sensing area and the function key, and a corresponding processing is performed according to the determined function key.

In an embodiment, the first sensing area is arranged in one or more locations on a frame, a lateral surface and the back side of the mobile terminal.

In an embodiment, when the touch action is a click on touch, the correspondence is a correspondence between the number of clicks on a defined click location and a function key;

- accordingly, the determining by the mobile terminal that an acquired touch action is a valid touch action may include:
  - when it is determined by the mobile terminal that the touch action is on the defined click location and the number of the touch actions is equal to a defined number, it is determined that the touch action is a valid touch action.

In an embodiment, when the touch action is a sliding touch, the correspondence is a correspondence between a sliding trail corresponding to the touch action in the first sensing area and a function key;

- accordingly, the determining by the mobile terminal that an acquired touch action is a valid touch action may include:
  - the sliding trail corresponding to the touch action in the first sensing area is determined by the mobile terminal; and
  - when a location relation between the sliding trail and an identification line in the first sensing area meets a defined location relation, it is determined that the touch action is a valid touch action.

In an embodiment, when the touch action is a sliding touch and spans the first sensing area and a second sensing area located in the display area, the correspondence is a correspondence between a sliding trail corresponding to the touch action in the first sensing area and the second sensing area and a function key;

- accordingly, the determining by the mobile terminal that the acquired touch action is a valid touch action includes:
  - the sliding trail corresponding to the touch action in the first sensing area and the second sensing area is determined by the mobile terminal; and
  - when a location relation between the sliding trail and the identification line meets a defined location relation, it is determined that the touch action is a valid touch action.

In an embodiment, after the mobile terminal determines the corresponding function key, the method may further include:

- the function key corresponding to the valid touch action is displayed by the mobile terminal in the display area.

The embodiments of the present disclosure provide a mobile terminal, and the mobile terminal includes:

- a first sensing area located in an area other than a display area of the mobile terminal;
- a first sensor configured to acquire a touch action of a user in the first sensing area; and
- a processor configured to, when it is determined by the mobile terminal that the acquired touch action is a valid touch action, determine a function key corresponding to the valid touch action according to the correspondence between the touch action of the user acquired by the first sensor in the first sensing area and a function key, and perform a corresponding processing according to a determined function key.

In an embodiment, the first sensing area is arranged in one or more locations on a frame, a lateral surface and the back side of the mobile terminal.

In an embodiment, if the touch action is a click on touch, the processor is configured to, when it is determined by the mobile terminal that the touch action is on a defined click location and the number of the touch actions is equal to a defined number, determine that the touch action is a valid touch action.

In an embodiment, if the touch action is a sliding touch, the processor is configured to: determine a sliding trail corresponding to the touch action in the first sensing area; and when a location relation between the sliding trail and an
identification line in the first sensing area meets a defined location relation, determine that the touch action is a valid touch action. In an embodiment, the mobile terminal further includes:

a second sensing area located in the display area of the mobile terminal;

a second sensor configured to acquire a touch action of a user in the second sensing area located in the display area; and

accordingly, when the touch action is a sliding touch and spans the first sensing area and the second sensing area,

the processor is further configured to: determine a sliding trail of an acquired touch action in the first sensing area and the second sensing area; and when a location relation between the sliding trail and the identification line meets a defined location relation, determine that the touch action is a valid touch action.

In an embodiment, the first sensor is one or more of a capacitive sensor, an infrared sensor, an electromagnetic sensor and a pressure sensor; the second sensor is one or more of a capacitive sensor, an infrared sensor, an electromagnetic sensor and a pressure sensor.

In an embodiment, the mobile terminal further includes:

a display screen configured to display the function key corresponding to the valid touch action.

In embodiments of the present disclosure, according to a correspondence between a touch action of a user in a first sensing area located in an area other than a display area and a function key, a function key corresponding to the valid touch action is determined, and a corresponding processing is performed according to a determined function key, thus function keys don’t need to be set on a mobile terminal.

Embodiments of the present disclosure will be further elaborated below with reference to the accompanying drawings.

As shown in FIG. 1, a method for processing a touch operation according to an embodiment of the present disclosure includes the following steps:

SI01, a touch action of a user in a first sensing area is acquired by a mobile terminal, wherein the first sensing area is located in an area other than a display area of the mobile terminal; and

SI02, when it is determined by the mobile terminal that an acquired touch action is a valid touch action, a function key corresponding to the valid touch action is determined according to a correspondence between the touch action of the user in the first sensing area and a function key, and a corresponding processing is performed according to a determined function key.

Wherein the function key includes and is not limited to one or more of a Home key, a return key, a volume key, a menu key, a wake-up key, a power-on key, a power-off key and the like.

The first sensing area can be arranged in a frame of the mobile terminal, i.e., an area other than a display area on the front side of the mobile terminal, and can also be arranged on a lateral surface of the mobile terminal, and can further be arranged on the back side of the mobile terminal.

In specific implementation, the mobile terminal can acquire through the first sensor a touch action of a user in the first sensing area, wherein the first sensor can be a capacitive sensor, an infrared sensor, an electromagnetic sensor, a pressure sensor and the like.

In specific implementation, there may be multiple first sensing areas so as to meet operations of multiple function keys, and the multiple first sensing areas can be arranged in one or more locations on a frame, a lateral surface and the back side of the mobile terminal.

For simplicity, descriptions will be made by taking one first sensing area as an example, to which the case of multiple first sensing areas is similar and the detailed descriptions thereof will be omitted.

A valid touch action of the user in the first sensing area can be a click on touch, i.e., clicking on a defined location in the first sensing area, it can be a single click or a double
click as needed, then the correspondence in S102 is a correspondence between the number of clicks on a defined click location and a function key, i.e., different numbers of clicks on a same defined location correspond to different function keys, or a same number of clicks on different defined locations correspond to different function keys, or different numbers of clicks on different defined locations correspond to different function keys;

accordingly, in S101, the determining that an acquired touch action is a valid touch action includes:

when determining by the mobile terminal that the touch action is on the defined click location and the number of the touch actions is equal to a defined number, determining, by the mobile terminal, that the touch action is a valid touch action.

In specific implementation, after acquiring the touch action of the user in the first sensing area, the mobile terminal determines firstly whether the touch action is a valid touch action, and after determining that the touch action is a valid touch action, proceed to S102; if the touch action is not a valid touch action, the process is ended, i.e., the mobile terminal doesn’t respond to the touch action, thereby avoiding maloperations by a user.

For example, if a double click on a defined location on a right frame of a mobile terminal corresponds to a function of a HOME key, when the mobile terminal determines that a user performs a double click operation on the defined location on the right frame, an operation processing of the HOME key is implemented; for another example, if a single click on a defined location on a lateral surface of a mobile terminal corresponds to a function of a return key, when the mobile terminal determines that a user performs a single click operation on the defined location on the lateral surface, an operation processing of the return key is implemented.

In specific implementation, in order to facilitate users’ recognition of different function keys, at a defined location in the first sensing area, an identifier for representing a function key corresponding to the defined location can be added, and the identifier can be an icon, a character, a digit and the like.

A valid touch action of a user in the first sensing area can also be a sliding touch in the first sensing area, then the correspondence is a correspondence between a sliding trail corresponding to the touch action in the first sensing area and a function key; for example, a sliding trail corresponding to a sliding touch from top to bottom performed on a defined location in the first sensing area corresponds to a volume down function key; for another example, a sliding trail corresponding to a sliding touch from bottom to top performed on the same defined location in the first sensing area corresponds to a volume up function key.

Accordingly, in S101, the determining by the mobile terminal that an acquired touch action is a valid touch action includes:

the sliding trail corresponding to the touch action in the first sensing area is determined by the mobile terminal; and

when a location relation between the sliding trail and an identification line in the first sensing area meets a defined location relation, it is determined by the mobile terminal that the touch action is a valid touch action.

In specific implementation, in order to prevent maloperations by a user in the first sensing area, at least one identification line is arranged in the first sensing area, if the first sensing area is located in a frame area of a mobile terminal, as shown in FIG. 2, the mobile terminal includes a frame 20 and a display area 23, the area between the frame 20 and the display area 23 is namely a frame area 22 in which an identification line is arranged, and the identification line includes a first identification line 21a arranged in the left and right frame area and a second identification line 21b arranged around the display area 23. Alternatively, identification lines according to embodiments of the present disclosure may also be arranged on other locations according to the location of the first sensing area, for example, arranged in the upper and lower frame area; furthermore, it is defined in advance which touch action is a valid touch action, i.e., when a location relation between a sliding trail corresponding to a touch action and an identification line meets a defined location relation, it is determined that the touch action is a valid touch action. Therefore, after acquiring a touch action of a user in the first sensing area, it is determined firstly by the mobile terminal whether the touch action is a valid touch action according to whether a location relation between the touch action and an identification line located in the first sensing area meets a defined location relation;

if the location relation between the touch action and the identification line located in the first sensing area meets the defined location relation, it is determined that the touch action is a valid touch action and proceed to S102.

The location relation can be defined according to a user’s need, taking the first identification line 21a in the right frame area as shown in FIG. 2 as an example, several location relations between a touch action and an identification line will be enumerated and described below, but location relations according to embodiments of the present disclosure are not limited to those of the following embodiments.

In a first location relation as shown in FIG. 3A, a starting point 310 and an end point 311 of a trail corresponding to a touch action 31 are both located below a first identification line 30a and the trail passes through the first identification line 30a twice;

specifically, if a trail corresponding to a touch action 31 of a user during a defined time period is sliding from a lower side of a first identification line 30a to the upper side of the first identification line 30a and sliding from the upper side of the first identification line 30a to the lower side of the first identification line 30a as shown in FIG. 3B, it is determined by a mobile terminal that the touch action is a valid touch action;

accordingly, S102 includes: a function key corresponding to the valid touch action is determined by the mobile terminal according to a correspondence between the touch action and a function key, and a corresponding processing is performed according to a determined function key.

Preferably, after a function key corresponding to the valid touch action is determined by the mobile terminal, an icon corresponding to the function key can be displayed in the display area, if the function key corresponding to the valid touch action is a HOME key, an icon 32 corresponding to the HOME key is displayed in the display area as shown in FIG. 3A.

In a second location relation as shown in FIG. 4A, a starting point 410 and an end point 411 of a trail corresponding to a touch action 41 are both located above a first identification line 40a and the trail passes through the first identification line 40a twice;
specifically, if a trail corresponding to a touch action 41 of a user during a defined time period is sliding from an upper side of a first identification line 40a to the lower side of the first identification line 40a and sliding from the lower side of the first identification line 40a to the upper side of the first identification line 40a as shown in FIG. 4B, it is determined by a mobile terminal that the touch action is a valid touch action;

accordingly, S102 includes: a function key corresponding to the valid touch action is determined by the mobile terminal according to a correspondence between the touch action and a function key, and a corresponding processing is performed according to a determined function key.

Preferably, after a function key corresponding to the valid touch action is determined by the mobile terminal, an icon corresponding to the function key can be displayed in the display area, if the function key corresponding to the valid touch action is a return key, an icon 42 corresponding to the return key is displayed in the display area.

In a third location relation as shown in FIG. 5A, a starting point 510 of a trail corresponding to a touch action 51 is located below a first identification line 50a, its end point 511 is located above the first identification line 50a, and the trail passes through the first identification line 50a three times;

specifically, if a trail corresponding to a touch action 51 of a user during a defined time period is sliding from a lower side of a first identification line 50a to the upper side of the first identification line 50a and repeating the action twice as shown in FIG. 5B, it is determined by a mobile terminal that the touch action is a valid touch action;

accordingly, S102 includes: a function key corresponding to the valid touch action is determined by the mobile terminal, an icon corresponding to the function key can be displayed in the display area, if the function key corresponding to the valid touch action is a volume-up key, an icon 52 corresponding to the volume-up key is displayed in the display area.

In a fourth location relation as shown in FIG. 6A, a starting point 610 of a trail corresponding to a touch action 61 is located above a first identification line 60a, its end point 611 is located below the first identification line 60a, and the trail passes through the first identification line 60a three times;

specifically, if a trail corresponding to a touch action 61 of a user during a defined time period is sliding from an upper side of a first identification line 60a to the lower side of the first identification line 60a and repeating the action twice as shown in FIG. 6B, it is determined by a mobile terminal that the touch action is a valid touch action;

accordingly, S102 includes: a function key corresponding to the valid touch action is determined by the mobile terminal according to a correspondence between the touch action and a function key, and a corresponding processing is performed according to a determined function key.

Preferably, after a function key corresponding to the valid touch action is determined by the mobile terminal, an icon corresponding to the function key can be displayed in the display area, if the function key corresponding to the valid touch action is a volume-down key, an icon 62 corresponding to the volume-down key is displayed in the display area.

It should be noted that the above four location relations are only illustrative instead of being restrictive, the location relation between a valid touch action and an identification line can be defined as needed, and the touch action in the above embodiments can also be other touch actions, and a function key corresponding to a touch action can also be defined as needed.

In an embodiment, when a touch action is a sliding touch, the touch action can also span the first sensing area and a second sensing area located in the display area of the mobile terminal, then the correspondence in S101 is a correspondence between a sliding trail corresponding to a touch action in the first sensing area and the second sensing area and a function key.

Accordingly, in S101, the determining by the mobile terminal that an acquired touch action is a valid touch action includes:

the sliding trail corresponding to the touch action in the first sensing area and the second sensing area is determined by the mobile terminal; and

when a location relation between the sliding trail and the identification line meets a defined location relation, it is determined by the mobile terminal that the touch action is a valid touch action.

In specific implementation, the mobile terminal can acquire a touch action of a user through a first sensor arranged in the first sensing area and a second sensor arranged in the second sensing area, and determine whether the touch action is a valid touch action according to a defined location relation; when the touch action is a valid touch action, proceed to S102; and when the touch action is not a valid touch action, the process is ended.

wherein the second sensor can be a capacitive sensor, an infrared sensor, an electromagnetic sensor, a pressure sensor and the like.

Taking a first identification line 21a and a second identification line 21b in the right frame area as shown in FIG. 2 as an example, several location relations between a touch action and an identification line will be enumerated and described below, but location relations according to embodiments of the present disclosure are not limited to those of the following embodiments.

In a first embodiment as shown in FIG. 7A, a starting point 710 of a trail corresponding to a touch action 71 is located above a first identification line 70a, an end point 711 is located below the first identification line 70a and the trail passes through a second identification line 70b twice;

specifically, if a trail corresponding to a touch action 71 of a user during a defined time period is sliding from an upper side of a first identification line 70a via a second identification line 70b to a lower side of the first identification line 70a as shown in FIG. 7B, it is determined by a mobile terminal that the touch action is a valid touch action;

accordingly, S102 includes: a function key corresponding to the valid touch action is determined by the mobile terminal according to a correspondence between the touch action and a function key, and a corresponding processing is performed according to a determined function key.

Preferably, after a function key corresponding to the valid touch action is determined by the mobile terminal, an icon corresponding to the function key can be displayed in the display area, if the function key corresponding to the valid touch action is a menu key, an icon 72 corresponding to the menu key is displayed in the display area.

In a second embodiment as shown in FIG. 8A, a starting point 810 of a trail corresponding to a touch action 81 is located below a first identification line 80a, an end point 811
is located above the first identification line 80a and the trail passes through a second identification line 80b twice;

specifically, if a trail corresponding to a touch action 81 of a user during a defined time period is sliding from a lower side of a first identification line 80a via a second identification line 80b to a second sensing area of the display area, and sliding incessantly from the second sensing area via the second identification line 80b to an upper side of the first identification line 80a as shown in FIG. 81B, it is determined by a mobile terminal that the touch action is a valid touch action;

accordingly, S102 includes: a function key corresponding to the valid touch action is determined by the mobile terminal according to a correspondence between the touch action and a function key; and a corresponding processing is performed according to a determined function key.

Preferably, after a function key corresponding to the valid touch action is determined by the mobile terminal, an icon corresponding to the function key can be displayed in the display area, if the function key corresponding to the valid touch action is a wake-up key, an icon 82 corresponding to the wake-up key is displayed in the display area.

It should be noted that the above embodiments of the two location relations are only illustrative instead of being restrictive, the location relation between a valid touch action and an identification line can be defined as needed, and the touch action in the above embodiments can also be other touch actions, and a function key corresponding to a touch action can also be defined as needed.

Based on the same inventive concept, embodiments of the present disclosure further provide a mobile terminal, since the principle for the mobile terminal to solve the problem of the prior art is similar to that of the method for processing a touch operation, see the implementation of method for implementation of the mobile terminal, and duplicated details thereof will be omitted.

The embodiments of the present disclosure provide a mobile terminal, as shown in FIG. 9A the mobile terminal includes:

a first sensing area located in an area other than a display area of the mobile terminal;

a first sensor 90 configured to acquire a touch action of a user in the first sensing area; and

a processor 91 configured to, when it is determined by the mobile terminal that an acquired touch action is a valid touch action, determine a function key corresponding to the valid touch action according to a correspondence between the touch action of the user in the first sensing area and a function key, and perform a corresponding processing according to a determined function key.

Preferably, the first sensing area is arranged in one or more locations on a frame, a lateral surface and the back side of the mobile terminal.

Preferably, the processor 91 is specifically configured to:

when the touch action is a click on touch, it is determined that the touch action is on a defined click location and the number of the touch actions is equal to a defined number, determine that the touch action is a valid touch action.

Preferably, the processor 91 is specifically configured to:

when the touch action is a sliding touch, determine a sliding trail corresponding to an acquired touch action in the first sensing area; and when a location relation between the sliding trail and an identification line in the first sensing area meets a defined location relation, determine that the touch action is a valid touch action.

Preferably, the first sensor 90 is one or more of a capacitive sensor, an infrared sensor, an electromagnetic sensor and a pressure sensor.

Preferably, as shown in FIG. 9B, the mobile terminal according to embodiments of the present disclosure further includes:

a second sensing area located in the display area of the mobile terminal;

a second sensor 92 configured to acquire a touch action of a user in the second sensing area; and

The processor 91 is further configured to:

when the touch action is a sliding touch and the touch action spans the first sensing area and a second sensing area located in the display area, determine a sliding trail of an acquired touch action in the first sensing area and the second sensing area; and when a location relation between the sliding trail and the identification line meets a defined location relation, determine that the touch action is a valid touch action.

Preferably, the first sensor 90 is one or more of a capacitive sensor, an infrared sensor, an electromagnetic sensor and a pressure sensor; the second sensor 92 is one or more of a capacitive sensor, an infrared sensor, an electromagnetic sensor and a pressure sensor.

Preferably, as shown in FIG. 9C and FIG. 9D, the mobile terminal according to embodiments of the present disclosure further includes:

a display screen 93 configured to display the function key corresponding to the valid touch action.

Although only preferable embodiments of the present disclosure are described, once those skilled in the art know the basic inventive concept, they can make other modifications and changes to these embodiments. Thus the accompanying claims are intended to include preferable embodiments and all changes and modifications within the scope of protection of the present disclosure.

In embodiments of the present disclosure, according to a correspondence between a touch action of a user in a first sensing area located in an area other than a display area and a function key, a function key corresponding to the valid touch action is determined, and a corresponding processing is performed according to a determined function key, thus a function key area doesn’t need to be set on a mobile terminal, so that with a fixed volume the mobile terminal may have a larger screen size and a thinner thickness or with a fixed screen size the mobile terminal may have a smaller volume and a thinner thickness.

It is obvious that various changes and variations can be made by those skilled in the art without departing from the scope of the present disclosure. In this way, if these modifications and variations fall within the scope of the claims and equivalent techniques, the present disclosure is intended to include these changes and variations.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method for processing a touch operation, comprising:

acquiring, by a mobile terminal, a touch action of a user in a first sensing area, wherein the first sensing area is located in an area other than a display area of the mobile terminal;

determining, by the mobile terminal, that the acquired touch action is a valid touch action, and determining a function key corresponding to the valid touch action according to a correspondence between the touch action of the user acquired in the first sensing area and the function key, and performing a corresponding processing according to the determined function key;
wherein at least one identification line is arranged in the first sensing area;
when the touch action is a sliding touch, the correspondence is a correspondence between a sliding trail corresponding to the touch action in the first sensing area and a function key;
the step of determining, by the mobile terminal, that the acquired touch action is a valid touch action comprises:
determining, by the mobile terminal, the sliding trail corresponding to the touch action in the first sensing area; and
when a location relation between the sliding trail and an identification line in the first sensing area meets a defined location relation, determining, by the mobile terminal, that the touch action is a valid touch action.
2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the first sensing area is arranged in one or more locations on a frame, a lateral surface and the back side of the mobile terminal.
3. The method according to claim 2, after the mobile terminal determines the corresponding function key, the method further comprises:
displaying, by the mobile terminal, in the display area the function key corresponding to the valid touch action.
4. The method according to claim 1, wherein when the touch action is a sliding touch and spans the first sensing area and a second sensing area located in the display area, the correspondence is a correspondence between a sliding trail corresponding to the touch action in the first sensing area and the second sensing area and a function key;
the step of determining, by the mobile terminal, that the acquired touch action is a valid touch action comprises:
determining, by the mobile terminal, the sliding trail corresponding to the touch action in the first sensing area and the second sensing area; and
when a location relation between the sliding trail and the at least one identification line meets a defined location relation, determining, by the mobile terminal, that the touch action is a valid touch action.
5. The method according to claim 1, after the mobile terminal determines the corresponding function key, the method further comprises:
displaying, by the mobile terminal, in the display area the function key corresponding to the valid touch action.
6. A mobile terminal, comprising:
a first sensing area located in an area other than a display area of the mobile terminal; wherein at least one identification line is arranged in the first sensing area;
a first sensor configured to acquire a touch action of a user in the first sensing area; and
a processor configured to, when it is determined by the mobile terminal that the acquired touch action is a valid touch action, determine a function key corresponding to the valid touch action according to a correspondence between the touch action of the user acquired by the first sensor in the first sensing area and a function key, and perform a corresponding processing according to a determined function key;
when the touch action is a sliding touch, the processor is configured to: determine a sliding trail corresponding to the touch action in the first sensing area; and when a location relation between the sliding trail and an identification line in the first sensing area meets a defined location relation, determine that the touch action is a valid touch action.
7. The mobile terminal according to claim 6, wherein the first sensing area is arranged in one or more locations on a frame, a lateral surface and the back side of the mobile terminal.
8. The mobile terminal according to claim 7, further comprising:
a display screen configured to display the function key corresponding to the valid touch action.
9. The mobile terminal according to claim 6, further comprising:
a second sensing area located in the display area of the mobile terminal;
a second sensor configured to acquire a touch action of a user in the second sensing area; and
when the touch action is a sliding touch and spans the first sensing area and the second sensing area, the processor is further configured to: determine a sliding trail of an acquired touch action in the first sensing area and the second sensing area; and when a location relation between the sliding trail and the at least one identification line meets a defined location relation, determine that the touch action is a valid touch action.
10. The mobile terminal according to claim 9, wherein the first sensor is one or more of a capacitive sensor, an infrared sensor, an electromagnetic sensor and a pressure sensor;
the second sensor is one or more of a capacitive sensor, an infrared sensor, an electromagnetic sensor and a pressure sensor.
11. The mobile terminal according to claim 6, further comprising:
a display screen configured to display the function key corresponding to the valid touch action.

* * * * *